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P
RESS IS acc alme as t e

\ fourth pillar of state and for
! very good reasons too. It
\ coveys the aspirations of the
I people to the rulers who remain
I besieged by sychophants, pro-
1 vides educational information to
1 its readers, highlights the pitfalls
, of a defective policy and at times

\

goes all the way to point out the
corrupt and immoral practic.es of
those in power. No wonder It re-
mains chai~ed ,during an un-

, representative ana despotic

t' regime.
In Pakistan, the press has gone

) through traumatic experiences of
f all types. To muzzle the press all
~ sorts of tactics have been em-
I played to reduce its stature to that

of a chamber maid. In this regard
I pre~s and publication ordinance

played its part gloriously. Apply-
I ~n$ a .~Ji(:kand c;motpolicy'the
I wlefders ot'power have continu-
I ously tried to achieve the grand

design and even created the na-
I tional press trust for everyone's

welfare. Journalists have been
pushed behind the bars and even
lashed mercilessly on trumped up

I charges. On many occasions,
some also have been meted out

I harsh treatment covertly by intel-
I ligence agencies. At the same time
, the favourites and the loyalists got

their reward on silver plate like
plots, permits and what not.

I Remember in the recent past we
I

also talked about Lifa£a.:' culture
.bring prompted by a political
class!
--since our inception, we have
been hankering about press-
freedom but sadly without
preparing a strong foundation for
it; Government policies notwith-
standing, which keep on chang-
ing with the tide of time, let us
also look inward and establish a
"modus-operendi" which should
not only protect but also promote
this cherIShed goal. After all it is
a known fact that nothing comes
free in life and especially the free-
dom which remains a costly
commodity.

To my mind even a semblance
of freedom cannot be attained if
one is dependent on the crumbs
and favour of others. In this
regard mad rush to collect adver-
tisements from Government
departments is a point worth seri-
ous consideration. Running from
~pillaf to pcisCt6 get spechtl con-
cessions for travelling, hotel ac-
commodation etc is yet another
sore aspect impeding our march
on the inclined road of freedom. .

If the press contributes to the ul-
timate concept of a classless soci-
ety,then it doesn't behove us to
ask for special privileges and try
to become a pampered class by it-
self. Yes, there are classes which
enjoy special concessions but let
us not follow their footsteps other
wise we will have no ground to
object to the existing wrong prac-

tices which abound in every nook
and corner.

P RESENTL Y almost all the

papers are owned..~.nd oper-
ated by an individual or a family.
To influence or manipulate one
and coerce or entice a single per-

I son 1S cqrnparatlvely easier than
to handling of a larger group.
This in no way is intended to

to a great extent, to the purpose-
ful exploitive influences prevail-
ing all around.

Though some of them are real
orilliant yet the ongoing father to
son syndrome also deserves to be
re-eval uated, in the interest of the
desired freedom. Financial in-
terest oftheownet must be pro-
tected but the genuine interest of
the workers, contributors and

To avoid undue interference of official
agencies and to handle public or personal
complaints it is essential to establish a
press council on the pattern of UK with
no punitive power but only to investigate
and arrive at the truth of the matter. This
should consist of eminent editors duly
elected' through a secret ballot for a fixed
tenure by all the members. The findings
'of-this 'Council should be obligatory fOr'iill
the papers to publish these prominently.

throw any aspersion on anyone
but if public limited companies
were managing OUrnews-papers;
they would be in stronger posi-
tion to thwart any attempt, by the
ruling junta, to exploit them. In
addition up-dated methods and
new innovations would be used,
on scientific lines, to manage the
administrative and financial af-
fairs making the paper immune,

other connected staff must also be
safeguarded which will be more
easily possible under a public
company set-up.

To avoid undue interference of
official agencies and to handle
public or personal complaints it is
'essential to establish a press coun-
cil on the pattern of UK with I!°
punitive power but only to inves-
tigate and arrive at the truth of

the matter. This should consist of
eminent editors duly elected
through a secret ballot for a fixed
tenure by all the lIIembers. The
findings of this council should be
obligatory for all the papers. to
publish these rrominently. This
hopefully, wi! put a damper on
various issues like misreporting 01;
black-mailing and the moral pres-
sure from the community itself
will go a long way to establish a
process of transparent accounta-
bility to further enhance the
credibility of our press.

On various issues there are al-
ways different perceptions and
unless these are projected force-
fully and honestly the best answer
to any problem cannot be found.
However to eliminate the lurking
(ear of group or individual in-
terest it is necessary to establish
a "locus standi," which proves be-
yond' any doubt th~ press being
the true v:oiceof the people.lft~e
present day ojfeding, in cel'tain
quarters, that press. "uses, its
nuisance value to grab petty per-
sonal gains gets eliminated then
only a fool will try to curb the
freedom of press.

. This was some loud thinking

.and I hope it will not be taken as
whistling in the dark. Hope emi-
nent journalists and learned
columnists will contribute further

on the subject. Aim being not to I

bull(doze the existing tall struc-
tur~s but to make these ea[d' ..,:
qua&e proof. \


